NEDAA- Haines junction Native Cultural Awareness
3/4 " video, 1988, N.N.B.Y., colour, sound, 5 min. 33 sec.
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This short documentary examines the objectives and the components of
the native cultural awareness week at St. Elias Community School in
Haines junction. Teachers and students discuss the benefits of the
program as a method of making non-native children more informed
about native culture. Events depicted include native sports, stick
gambling, and the enactment of a legend.
Archives has one 3/4" video master designated for storage and one 1/2"
VHS viewing copy. VHS and Beta circulating copies are available at the
A/V Unit.
Subject headings: Education- Curricula- Haines junction; Indians of
North America- Haines junction- Culture
Video Number: V-1 93-1
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DETAILED LISTING SHEET
Program Title: NEDAA - Haines junction Native Cultural Awareness
Time/Footage

Description

0:00

Woman introduces the
program.

0:19

Narrator talks about the
native awareness week
at St. Elias Community
School in Haines junction:
scenes of students in a gym

0:40

Kathy Kushniruk, Organizing
- Committee, talks about the
objectives of the native
awareness week; scenes of
Kathy Kushniruk talking

c

Format (Co lour I
bw/mag/opt/sil)

0:54

Kathy Kushniruk talks about
the p tanning and organization
of the native awareness week; ·
scenes of students in a gym,
native dancers, Kathy Kushniruk
talking

1:22

Ken Kingston, student. talks
about the benefits of the native
awareness week; scenes of Ken
Kingston talking

1:43

Ken Taylor, teacher, talks about
the success of the native
awareness week; scenes of Ken
Taylor talking, students in a gym

colour, sound

Catalogue Number: V-193-1
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( 2:02

2:27
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Kathy Kushniruk talks about the
stick gambling component of
the native awareness week;
scenes of students stick gambling
A woman elder talks about
teaching native traditions to
children; scenes of elder talking

3:22

Narrator talks about the native
awareness week as an
opportunity for native and
non-native students to learn
more about each others's
cultures: scenes of students

3:30

Scenes of students enacting a
legend while a woman red tes
the story

4:12

Narrator talks with Ken Kingston
about the opportunity being
provided to learn about native
culture; scenes of Ken Kingston
talking

4:34

Narrator talks about future
community programs in Haines
junction; scenes of native dancers

4:41

Kathy Kushniruk talks about
future community programs in
Haines junction; scenes of
students, Kathy Kushniruk talking
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Brent Bradasch, instructor, talks
about teaching native culture to
students; scenes of Brent Bradasch
talking, students in a gym

5:33
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End

NIIDAA- Whitehorse Elementary School Native Culture Weet

3/4" video, 1989, N.N.B.Y .. colour. sound, 5 min. 4 sec.
This program examines both the underlying rationale and the ultimate
objectives of a Native Culture Week at Whitehorse Elementary School.

Children. teachers, a.11d guest speakers discuss and partake in the
various arts, games, and language components of the event. Much
commentary is provided on the need to pass on native culture to the
young and for natives and non-natives to learn from one another.
Archives has one 3/4" video master designated for storage and one 1/2"
VHS viewing copy. VHS and Beta circulating copies are available at the
A/V Unit.
Subject headings:
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Education- Curricula- Whitehorse; Indians of
North America- Whitehorse - Culture
Video Number: V- 193-2

Catalogue Nurn ber: V-1 9 3- 2
- DETAILED LISTING SHEET
Program Title: NEDAA - Whitehorse Elementary School Native Culture
Week
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1:42

N~rrator

1:51

Fred Edzerza talks about
teaching native culture to
students; scenes of Fred Edzerza
showing his carvings to students,
students, Fred Edzerza talking

2:23

Narrator introduces Tlingit carver
Keith Smarch; scenes of Keith
Smarch showing his carvings to
students

2:33

Keith Smarch talks to students
about his carvings; scenes of
Keith Smarch showing his
carvings to students

2:52

Keith Smarch talks about'l·he
importance of teaching native
culture to non-natives; scenes of
Keith Smarch showing his
carvings to students, Keith
Smarch talking

3:18

Keith Smarch talks to students
about the importance of native
carving; scenes of Keith Smarch
talking to students

3:30

Narrator introduces Lena Johns,
Deputy Chief Kwanlin Dun Band;
scenes of Lena Johns
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introduces Tahltan
carver Fred Edzerza; scenes of
Fred Edzerza showing his
carvings to students
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3:38

Lena johns talks about the
importance of natives and
non-natives learning from one
another; scenes of Lena johns
talking

3:54

A student talks about Native

Culture Week; scenes of student
talking
4:02

. A teacher talks about the success

of Native Culture Week; scenes of
teacher talking, students

c

4:12

5:04

Principal talks about the
importance of Native Culture
Week; scenes of students,
principal talking, students singing
End

NEDAA - Plant Medicine
r -------3 /4" video, 1989, N.N.B.Y., colour, sound, 7 min 22 sec.

This short documentary examines the natural properties and cultural
uses of Hudson's Bay or Labrador Tea jessie Scarff, a native elder,
discusses the benefits of the plant as both a beverage and a medicine.
Ms. Scarff also talks about the best times to pick Hudson's Bay Tea as
well as the best methods for its storage and preparation.
Archives has one 3/4" video master designated for storage and one 1/2"
VHS viewing copy. VHS and Beta circulating copies are available at the
A/V Unit.
.
Subject headings:

Indians of North America- Yukon Territory Medicine; Medicinal plants; Plants, edible
· Video Nu mber: V -1 9 3-4
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Catalogue Number: V-193-4
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Program Title: NEDAA- Plant Medicine
Time/Footage

Description

0:00

Woman introduces the
program

0: 11

Scenes of narrator and
jessie Scarff walking and
standing in the snow, talking:
narrator talks with jessie
Scarff about the uses and
benefits of Hudson's Bay Tea

2:06 .

Narrator talks with jessie
Scarff about where to find
Hudson's Bay Tea: scenes of
narrator and jessie Scarff
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2:27

2:59
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standing in the snow, talking
Narrator talks about the uses
of Hudson's Bay Tea; scenes of
narrator picking Hudson's
Bay Tea
Narrator talks with jessie
Scarff about how to prepare
Hudson's Bay Tea; scenes of
narrator and jessie Scarff
standing in the snow, talking

Format (Colour/
bw I mag/opt/ s i 1)
colour,· sound
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3:13

Scenes of a fire, narrator and
jessie Scarff at a campsite,
talking; narrator talks with
jessie Scarff about the best
time to pick Hudson's Bay Tea

3:58

Narrator talks with jessie
Scarff about how she learned
about Hudson's Bay Tea;
scenes of narrator and jessie
Scarff at a campsite, talking

4:20

Narrator talks with jessie
Scarff about how to store
Hudson's Bay Tea: scenes of
narrator and jessie Scarff at
a campsite, talking, Hudson's
Bay Tea plants

5:18

Narrator talks with jessie
Scarff about how to prepare
Hudson's Bay Tea; scenes of
narrator and jessie Scarff at
a campsite, talking, drinking
tea

6:19

Narrator talks with jessie
Scarff about the medicinal
uses of Hudson's Bay Tea;
scenes of narrator and jessie
Scarff at a campsite, talking
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7:08

Narrator concludes; scenes of
narrator and jessie Scarff .at
a campsite

7:22

End
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